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Secondary Immunization Generates Clonally Related Antigen-Specific Plasma Cells and Memory B Cells

Daniela Fröhlich,*,†,‡ Claudia Giesecke,*,†,‡ Henrik E. Mei,*,† Karin Reiter,*,† Capucine Daridon,*,† Peter E. Lipsky,‡ and Thomas Dörner*,†

Rechallenge with T cell-dependent Ags induces memory B cells to re-enter germinal centers (GCs) and undergo further expansion and differentiation into plasma cells (PCs) and secondary memory B cells. It is currently not known whether the expanded population of memory B cells and PCs generated in secondary GCs are clonally related, nor has the extent of proliferation and somatic hypermutation of their precursors been delineated. In this study, after secondary tetanus toxoid (TT) immunization, TT-specific PCs increased 17- to 80-fold on days 6–7, whereas TT-specific memory B cells peaked (delayed) on day 14 with a 2- to 22-fold increase. Molecular analyses of VH DJH rearrangements of individual cells revealed no major differences of gene usage and CDR3 length between TT-specific PCs and memory B cells, and both contained extensive evidence of somatic hypermutation with a pattern consistent with GC reactions. This analysis identified clonally related TT-specific memory B cells and PCs. Within clusters of clonally related cells, sequences shared a number of mutations but also could contain additional base pair changes. The data indicate that although following secondary immunization PCs can derive from memory B cells without further somatic hypermutation, in some circumstances, likely within GC reactions, asymmetric mutation can occur. These results suggest that after the fate decision to differentiate into secondary memory B cells or PCs, some committed precursors continue to proliferate and mutate their VH genes. The Journal of Immunology, 2010, 185: 3103–3110.
individual patients and after approval by the local ethics committee of the Charité University Medicine.

**Cell preparation and staining**

Peripheral blood was collected before and at various time points after immunization, and PBMCs were prepared by density gradient centrifugation using Ficoll-Paque Plus (GE Healthcare Bio-Science AB, Uppsala, Sweden) as reported previously (6). For single-cell sorting, B cells were enriched using a RosetteSep B cell enrichment kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada).

For cytometric analyses, PBMCs were incubated at 4°C for 10 min with the following fluorochrome-labeled anti-human mAbs in PBS/0.2% BSA: anti-CD19-PerCP (SI25C1; BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), anti-CD27-Cy5 (clone ZE4; a kind gift from René van Lier, Academic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands), anti-CD3–FITC (clone UCHT-1; Deutsche Rheumaforschungszentrum, Berlin, Germany), and anti-CD14–FITC (clone TM1; Deutsches Rheumaforschungszentrum). TT-specific B cells were identified by binding to PE-labeled TT, and the specificity of staining was confirmed by blocking using unconjugated TT (7).

For single-cell sorting, PBMCs were stained as described above using anti-CD3-Pacific blue, anti-CD14-Pacific blue (clone MSE2; BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), anti-CD19–PECy7, anti-CD27–Cy5, anti-CD20–PerCP (clone I27; BD Biosciences) and digoxigenated recombinant C-fragment of tetanus toxin (rTTC; Hoffmann-La Roche, Indianapolis, IN; conjugated to digoxigenin, Boehringer, Mannheim, Germany). This approach was employed because it consistently gave better separation of Ag-specific and nonspecific cells. After being washed with PBS/BSA, cells were incubated with antidigoxigenin–FITC (Boehringer and Deutsche Rheumaforschungszentrum) at 4°C for 10 min. DAPI (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was added immediately before cytometric analysis or cell sorting to exclude dead cells.

**Cytometric analyses, phenotyping, and cell enumeration**

Cytometric analyses of TT-specific cells were performed for three donors (#1, #2, and #3) on days 0, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, and 20 and additionally for donor #2 on day 41 after vaccination. Flow cytometric data were analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star, Ashland, OR). Peripheral blood B cells were quantified as described previously using the TruCount system (BD Biosciences) (8). Absolute numbers of TT-specific PCs (CD19+, CD27++), CD14+, CD3−, CD14+ and memory B cells (CD19+, CD27+, CD3−, CD14+) were then calculated.

**Cell sorting and cDNA synthesis**

Seven days after immunization single CD19+, CD27++, CD3−, CD14+, rTTC-specific PCs and 9 d after immunization single CD19+, CD27+, CD20+, CD3−, CD14+, rTTC-specific memory B cells of three donors (#4, #5, and #6) were sorted into 96-well plates using a FACSAnia (BD Biosciences). Each well contained a reaction mix as described elsewhere (9), and first strand cDNA was generated at 50°C for 60 min.

**Nested PCR**

Nested isotype-specific (IgA/IgG/IgM) PCRs were performed to amplify the rearranged VDJH/Cα/CγV regions of the cDNAs, respectively. For external PCR, 5 μl of the amplified cDNA was used as template and a PCR mix as previously described (10). The cycle program consisted of 7 min at 95°C, 1 min at 50°C, 90 s at 72°C, followed by 50 cycles of 1 min at 94°C, 30 s at 50°C, 90 s at 72°C, and to finish 1 min at 94°C, 30 s at 50°C, 10 min 72°C. The internal PCR was performed in an identical manner, except for the annealing temperature, which was set to 58°C, and 5 μl of the reaction products from the external PCR was used as template. The sequences of the isotype-specific 3′ primers are shown in Table I. For the family-specific external and internal 5′ primers, oligonucleotides were employed as described previously (11, 12).

**Sequence analysis**

PCR products were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis, visualized with etidium bromide by exposure to UV light, cut out and purified using a QiAgquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Products were sequenced at Eurofins MWG Operon (Martinsried, Germany). Sequences were analyzed using the Chromas 2.33 sequence viewer (Chromas Technology, Helensvale, Australia), the basic local alignment search tool algorithm of the National Center for Biotechnology Information (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), and the software JOINSOLVER (http://joinsolver.niams.nih.gov) (13). Sequences containing a stop codon or an out-of-frame rearrangement were considered as nonproductive and excluded from the analysis. Genomatix (www. genomatix.de/cgi-bin/dialign/dialign.pl) (14) was used for alignments and homology analyses of the sequences. Phylograms were created using Phylogeny.fr (www.phylogeny.fr) (15).

**Statistical analysis**

P-value was considered to reflect a significant difference. The theoretical repertoire size and the potential number of Ag-specific clones were calculated according to Behlke et al. (16) based on the obtained data. Therefore, the probability P(d) of observing d different gene rearrangements (i.e., distinct sequences) among a total number of r examined sequences for a fixed number n of different gene rearrangements is

\[
P(d) = S(r, d) \frac{n!}{d!(n - d)!},
\]

where \(S(r,d)\) is the Stirling’s numbers of the second kind. A 95% one-sided confidence of the estimates was calculated by determining the smallest value of \(n\) for which the probability of observing \(d\) different gene rearrangements among \(r\) examined sequences was < 0.05.

**Results**

Different kinetics of TT-specific PCs and memory B cells after tetanus booster

Direct labeling of PBMCs with PE-conjugated TT was used to determine the kinetics of the appearance of TT-specific PCs and memory B cells in the blood of three healthy donors after secondary TT immunization. Simultaneous cytometric detection of TT-specific PCs (CD19+, CD27++) and memory B cells (CD19+, CD27+) was performed (Fig. 1A, donor #2), and their absolute cell numbers were calculated (Fig. 1B). Specificity of the staining was confirmed by blocking using unconjugated TT as reported previously (7).

Before TT vaccination (day 0), a mean of 87 TT-specific PCs per milliliter (range 31–168) and a mean of 73 memory B cells per milliliter (range 31–122) were detected. After secondary immunization, the total number of TT-specific PCs and memory B cells increased. The kinetics of appearance of each TT-specific cell type was similar for all three donors analyzed. TT-specific PCs increased to an average of 5239 cells per milliliter (range 1037–13,493) on

| Table I. Sequences of isotype-specific primers for nested PCR |
|-------------|--|--------|
| External 3′ primer | IgVHho | 5′-GGAGAGAGAGAGAGTGAGGAGAGAGAGG-
| Internal 3′ primer | IgAx2 | 5′-AGGAGAGAGAGAGAGTGAGGAGAGAGG-

*IgGex and IgMmin both have been modified after Yavuz et al. (44).*
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days 6–7, which approximates a 17- to 80-fold increase. In contrast, TT-specific memory B cells peaked on day 14 after secondary immunization with a maximum of 651 cells per milliliter (range 175–1486), approximating a 2- to 22-fold increase. In each donor, the increase in TT-specific memory B cells appeared delayed and had a consistently lower maximum peak compared with that of TT-specific PCs (3.5- to 9-fold difference).

Molecular analyses

The reproducible time shift in the maximal appearance of TT-specific memory B cells compared with that of PCs led to the question whether they were clonally related. To determine the relationship between these cell populations, single CD19+, CD27++, CD20−, CD3−, CD14−, rTT.C-specific PCs and single CD19+, CD27+, CD20+, CD3−, CD14−, rTT.C-specific memory B cells from three donors were sorted and analyzed for rearranged VHDJHCa/g/m genes after secondary immunization.

For donor #4, 77 productive sequences out of 96 sorted PCs (77/96) were obtained, and 1 sequence out of 10 sorted memory B cells (1/10) was obtained. For donor #5, 30/34 PCs and 12/54 memory B cells were obtained. Altogether, six nonproductive sequences were found and were not further included in the statistical analysis. Approximately 95% of rTT.C-specific PCs and memory B cells expressed the IgG isotype. The most commonly expressed subclass was IgG1 (116 cells out of 126 analyzed PCs, 18 cells out of 20 analyzed memory B cells), followed by IgG2 (5/126, 1/20), IgA1 (2/126, 1/20), IgG3 (2/126, 0/20), and IgM (1/126, 0/20). The subclasses IgG3 and IgA2 were not found among the sequences analyzed. No significant difference was found in the distribution of IgH isotypes between rTT.C-specific PCs and memory B cells.

Next, all of the sequences were analyzed with regard to their VH and JH gene segment usage, CDR3 length, and sequence as well as the frequency and distribution of somatic hypermutations. Clonally related sequences from each donor were found. From donor #4, 44 clonally related PC sequences out of 77 analyzed were found, whereas in donor #5 8 out of 30 and in donor #6 5 out of 19 analyzed PC sequences were found. Among the memory B cells, two clonally related sequences were found (donor #6). Thus, clonally related cells with the same VHDJH rearrangements and CDR3 sequences were routinely found.

Comparable usage of VH and JH gene segments in rTT.C-specific PCs and memory B cells

To determine the individual gene segments employed by VpDJH rearrangements, the closest germline gene segments were identified using JOINSOLVER and the Kabat et al. (17) database. For this analysis, only clonally unrelated sequences were used (69 from PCs, 19 from memory B cells), whereas clonally related cells were considered in the molecular analyses as one cell (separately for each cell population). The distributions of the VH H gene segments and JH gene segments by rTT.C-specific PC and memory B cell sequences are shown in Fig. 2. Except for VH6 and VH7, gene segments of all VH and JH families were found. VH4 was expressed most frequently by PCs (29/69), followed by VH3 (21/69), VH1 (7/69), VH2 (7/69), and VH5 (7/69). In memory B cells, VH3 (7/19) was...
the most frequently expressed V_{H} family, followed by V_{H}4 (5/19), V_{H}1 (4/19), V_{H}5 (2/19), and V_{H}2 (1/19) (Fig. 2A).

Analysis of the J_{H}4 gene segment usage revealed that J_{H}4 was used most frequently by PCs (29/69), followed by J_{H}5 (17/69), J_{H}3 (11/69), J_{H}6 (10/69), and J_{H}1 (2/69). In memory B cells, J_{H}4 (8/19) was also used most frequently, followed by J_{H}3 (5/19), J_{H}5 (4/19), J_{H}2 (1/19), and J_{H}6 (1/19) (Fig. 2B). Of note, no significant difference was found in the distribution of V_{H} and J_{H} family usage between rTT.C-specific PCs and memory B cells.

**Similar distribution of CDR3 lengths in rTT.C-specific PCs and memory B cells**

CDR3 lengths (Fig. 3A) and CDR3 sequences (data not shown) critically involved in Ag recognition by epitope binding were further analyzed in detail. In rTT.C-specific PCs and memory B cells, the respective CDR3s comprised 30–69 bp, whereas maxima of occurrence were found at 30 and 45 bp in both populations.

**Similar frequency and distribution of somatic hypermutations**

The frequency and characteristics of somatic hypermutations in rearranged V_{H} gene segments were analyzed using JOINSOLVER. Mutation frequencies ranged between 0 and 18.2% (median 9.65%) in PCs and between 2.2 and 20.3% (median 9.61%) in memory B cells (Fig. 3B). Of note, the mutation frequencies were independent of the individual V_{H} family used (one-way ANOVA).

An important characteristic of affinity maturation in B cells is the enhanced R/S ratio of R to S mutations within the expressed V_{H} gene segment. In CDRs as well as framework regions (FRs), more R than S mutations were found. Some sequences lacked S mutations, especially in the CDRs, and therefore, the R/S ratio was calculated using the accumulated number of R and S mutations. The R/S ratios within CDRs were increased (3.6 in PCs and 3.7 memory B cells) compared with those in FRs (1.5 and 1.6).

**Analysis of R/S ratios of additional accumulated mutations within trees of clonally related PCs and memory B cells** (Fig. 4B, clones a, b, d, g) revealed a lower R/S ratio of 1.2 within CDRs and a ratio of 1.7 within FRs.

Of note, the mutational machinery targets mutations into specific RGYW/WRCY motifs on both DNA strands. Accordingly, 55% of the mutations found in PCs occurred within a mutation hotspot (RGYW or WRCY) (18), whereas 49% of mutations were identified within these motifs in sequences obtained from memory B cells ($p = 0.0213, \chi^2$ test). Interestingly, the observed frequencies were ∼2-fold higher than expected (18).

**Sequence alignments of PCs and memory B cells disclosed clonal relationships**

To determine the relationship between rTT.C-specific PCs and memory B cells for each donor, all of the sequences (V_{H}DJ_{H} region) were aligned. In all three donors, clonally related PCs and memory B cells based on the same V_{H} and J_{H} gene segment usage and CDR3 sequence were found. The phylogram in Fig. 4A illustrates the clonal relationships for donor #6.

For 8 out of 20 rTT.C-specific memory B cells, clonally related PCs were found (1–3 PCs). Within a family of clonally related cells, the sequence homology ranged between 87 and 100%. In one case, two clonally related memory B cells were present (sequence homology 88%), and 21 groups of clonally related PCs (2–14 cells) were found. Within families of clonally related cells, detailed analysis of sequences revealed that these cells shared a number of mutations but often also expressed additional base pair changes (Fig. 4B). For example, one clonal tree from donor #6 (clone b) showed that clonally related PCs and memory B cells had as many as 18 and 17 different base pair changes. Similarly, clonally related memory B cells and PCs from donor #5 (clone d) had as many as 27 different mutations. In both circumstances, the differences related to the acquisition of new mutations by both rTT.C-specific memory B cells and PCs. In two clones from donor #5 (clones e and f), no additional mutations were found in memory B cells and PCs. It is notable that in these clones a large number of mutations (23 and 22) were likely to have occurred in the common precursor. Notably, no cell with the same or related sequence was found in any two of the three donors. Finally, the IgVH rearrangement sequences of clonally related memory cells and PCs were identical with those of their presumed precursor in three examples of donor #1 (clone c) and #2 (clones e and f) (Fig. 4B), whereas in all three donors continuous acquisition of mutations within memory cells and PCs was identified (clones a, b, d, and g).

**Statistical analysis of repertoire sizes**

As shown in the analyses described above, for each donor the number of different V_{H}DJ_{H} rearrangements (i.e., sequences) was lower than the total number of analyzed sequences. Accordingly, for donor #4, 33 unequal PC sequences out of 77 analyzed PC cells were obtained, for donor #5 22 out of 30, and for donor #6 14 out of 19. On the basis of this data, the theoretical statistical repertoire size specific against TT was calculated. For this calculation, it was assumed that no significant skewing of the data set by nonrandom gene segment usage occurred as described elsewhere (16).

For each donor, the statistical/theoretical rTT.C-specific repertoire size (i.e., theoretical number of all rTT.C-specific distinct rearrangements) has been calculated from the number of examined sequences and the number of different rearrangements observed. This analysis revealed a 95% one-sided confidence bound $n$ for each donor by determining the smallest value of $n$ for which the probability of observing at most $d$ different sequences among $r$ total examined sequences was $<0.05$. Thus, $n$ is the theoretical
statistical calculated quantity of different clones within one individual to ensure (with a 95% confidence) the empirical found numbers of observed distinct sequences among all of the examined sequences. As a result and by application of this equation, the statistical estimated repertoire size \( n \) for donor #4 was 44, for donor #5 79, and for donor #6 64, which appeared to be remarkably similar between the different individuals.

**Discussion**

The differentiation pathway of memory B cells after secondary immunization is not well understood. For the first time, to the best of our knowledge, molecular characteristics of both tetanus-specific human PCs and memory B cells after secondary immunization have been analyzed within the same donors. PCs and memory B cells having identical CDR3 sequences were identified in the blood, clearly indicating that precursors of secondary memory B cells and PCs are clonally related. The observation that some of the clones have divergent patterns of somatic hypermutation suggests that memory B cell precursors of both secondary memory B cells and PCs mainly continue to divide and undergo further rounds of somatic hypermutation after the decision to differentiate into one or the other has been completed. Although this represents a new alternative, other clones of memory B cells and PCs carrying the very same IgVH gene sequences with no additional mutations were also found, consistent with the conclusion that they were induced simultaneously out of their precursor cells without activation of somatic hypermutation.

**Kinetics**

To investigate the kinetics and magnitude of the human PC and memory B cell response after TT booster, absolute numbers of these two cell populations were determined in the peripheral blood. The maximum of TT-specific PC and memory B cell numbers were observed on day 7 and day 14, respectively, after secondary immunization. This is in concordance with previous studies monitoring immune responses after TT (7, 19) or influenza immunization (20). In these studies, peaks of Ag-specific PCs and memory B cells could be observed on days 6–8 and 14–28, respectively. Furthermore, the smaller absolute number of memory B cells compared with PCs (3.5- to 9-fold) is consistent with results of a previous study (10-fold) (7). At the peak of the response, TT-specific PCs represented \(~13%\) of the total CD19+/CD27++ population (data not shown). Moreover, these cells were both Ki-67+ and HLA-DR\textsuperscript{high}, marking them as plasmablasts recently generated from proliferating precursors (7, 20). The distinct kinetics of rapid detection of increased numbers of Ag-specific PCs and delayed occurrence of increases in memory B cell numbers suggest either a difference in the timing of their generation or a dichotomy in the expression of function of adhesion molecules, chemokine receptors, or other molecules involved in their migration and/or tissue localization. In this regard, in mice and humans, it has been shown that PCs lack CXCR5 expression or express it at marginal levels (22, 23). CXCR5 is important for follicular localization (24) and essential for homing to secondary lymphoid tissues (25). Thus, PCs may have decreased migratory capacities toward the follicles in lymph nodes or spleen. Memory B cells still express CXCR5, and their egress from GCs apparently is differently regulated (24).

**Molecular analyses**

To determine the relationship between rTT.C-specific PCs and memory B cells, comprehensive molecular analyses of single sorted cells were performed. The analyses of rTT.C-specific PCs revealed that \(~95%\) of these cells expressed the IgG H chain isotype, suggesting their origin from T cell-dependent memory B cell activation. This is in line with previous reports in which >90% of tetanus-fragment C+ PCs produced IgG (19). In addition, influenza-vaccine–specific Ab-secreting cells were reported to secrete mainly IgG (20). In contrast, most of the human peripheral blood PCs in the steady state expressed intracellular IgA (8), likely being induced in the gut instructed under the influence of the IgA switch factors, TGF-β and a proliferation-inducing ligand (26, 27).

The V\textsubscript{H} and J\textsubscript{H} family usage of rTT.C-specific PCs showed no statistical difference among the three analyzed donors. This is in contrast to a previous study that reported an extensive diversity in the TT-specific repertoires from different subjects (28). However, when the rTT.C-specific V\textsubscript{H} and J\textsubscript{H} family usage was compared with a previously reported unselected repertoire from peripheral IgM+ B cells (29), a significant difference \((p < 0.0001, \chi^2 \text{ test})\) was found, presumably as a result of selection, suggesting the possibility that elements of both V\textsubscript{H} and J\textsubscript{H} segments might contribute to Ag specificity.

Notably, rTT.C-specific PCs had highly mutated V\textsubscript{H} gene rearrangements (a mean of \(~20.5\) mutations), comparable to other reports of the highly mutated nature of the Ig V\textsubscript{H} genes of Ag-specific PCs.
On the basis of the very high frequency of mutations and the development of increased numbers of circulating PCs 6–7 d after secondary immunization, it can be assumed that pre-existing memory B cells and not naive B cells were the major precursor of the PCs analyzed. On the basis of the previous estimate of the mutation rate as one mutation per 1000 bp per cell division (30), it would require more than 90 cell divisions to result in a mean of 20 mutations per 210 bp of analyzed VH region. Such a scenario appears to be unlikely within a 6–7 d period because the minimal cell cycle length of GC B cells ranges between 6 (31) and 12 h (32). Consistent with this, a previous study showed that after primary immunization of mice Ag-specific GC-derived B cells in the peripheral blood 7 d later exhibited a mean mutation frequency of 0.1%. By 10 d, this had increased to 1.2%, and even on day 28 after primary immunization the mutation frequency was 5% (33). These results are, therefore, most consistent with the conclusion

![FIGURE 4. Relationship between rTT.C-specific PCs and memory B cells. A, Phylogram of the relationship between rTT.C-specific PCs (blue) and memory B cells (orange) of one donor (donor #6). Clonally related cells (same VpDJp recombination and same CDR3 nucleotide sequence [data not shown]) are boxed by a green rectangle. Clones a, b, and c are clusters of clonally related cells containing both PCs and memory B cells, which are further analyzed in B. The table gives further specifications for each cell including the amino acid sequence of each respective CDR3. The phylogram was created using Phylogeny.fr (accessed July 20, 2009). B, Schematic mutation trees showing memory B cells with their clonally related PCs (donors #4, #5, and #6). Blue circles indicate found PC sequences, and orange circles found memory B cell sequences. Gray circles denote hypothetical intermediate sequences (cells) that are not found but have mutations that are shared by all subsequent sequences (cells). Numbers in branches indicate the numbers of mutations to the next node. Clones a, b, and c (donor #6) represent schematic trees of clonally related cells that are derived from the phylogram in A. Clones a, b, d, and g were further analyzed for their additional mutations (i.e., additional accumulated mutations not yet present in the predicted precursors).]
that the rTTC-specific PCs are the progeny of previously mutated memory B cells.

Additionally, the data also suggest that the immediate precursors of these memory B cell-derived PCs retain the capacity to undergo further somatic hypermutation. Whether the capacity to undergo additional somatic hypermutation contributes to further avidity maturation is currently unknown. The presence of additional mutations implies that PC precursors may continue to mutate and proliferate. The finding that the PCs induced by secondary immunization with TT are Ki-67+ is consistent with this conclusion (8). Finally, the observation that both rTTC-specific PCs and memory B cells have acquired unique mutations indicates that each committed precursor retained the capacity to mutate and proliferate after the decision to become either effector cell type had been made. Of interest, the finding that clonally related rTTC-specific memory B cells and PCs have different mutational patterns suggests that they may not have the exact same Ag binding characteristics.

High R/S ratios were demonstrated in the memory B cell and PC VH sequences and indicate a preference of R mutations within the CDRs. This is considered to be an indication of affinity maturation and antigenic selection (19), although the general tendency of the mutational machinery to introduce R mutations in the CDRs of VH segments makes this contention uncertain (34). Intriguingly, a 3-fold reduced R/S ratio (1.2) was detected within CDRs compared with the R/S ratio within CDRs (~3.6) for all mutations when the R/S ratio of additional mutations accumulated uniquely within clonally related PCs and memory B cells was analyzed. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the cells analyzed in this study were derived from already existent memory B cells with high-affinity BCRs. Additional activity of the mutation machinery is unlikely to increase avidity greatly but also carries the risk of inducing nonsense mutations leading to a loss of the B cell from the repertoire (34). The accumulated mutations within RGYW/WRCY motifs were much greater than expected from random chance and are consistent with T cell-dependent and CD40- and CD154-mediated responses, because targeting of mutations into RGYW/WRCY motifs is deficient in CD154-deficient subjects (35). Taken together, the mutational data imply that the base pair changes found in both secondary memory B cells and PCs arose from T cell-dependent responses and perhaps reflect avidity maturation.

rTTC-specific memory B cells did not differ significantly from the rTTC-specific PCs regarding their VH and JH family usage, CDR3 lengths, mutation frequencies, and R/S ratios. Thus, most of the rTT C-specific PCs and memory B cells may have passed through a similar microenvironment in the GC. Moreover, the evidence indicates that PCs and secondary memory B cells can arise from the same memory B cell precursor. In support of this conclusion, a phylogram identified clonally related PCs and memory B cells within all three donors. Because of the random rearrangement of gene segments (VH, D, and JH) and the activity of exonuclease and terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase activity editing the junctional regions of the segments, a theoretically infinite number of possible BCR sequences can be produced. Therefore, the probability of finding independently developed B cells with identical BCR sequences is highly unlikely. Consistent with this conclusion, no sequences with identical sequences support the classical view that memory B cells and PCs are induced from memory B cells without additional somatic hypermutation, it is important to emphasize that in other examples both rTTC-specific memory B cell and PC clones expressed independent mutations in all three donors, suggesting the possibility that each cell maintained the capacity to proliferate and mutate after a fate decision had been made to mature into either of the effector B cell types. Finally, it should be noted that it is possible that the commitment to differentiate into a secondary memory B cell or a PC did not occur in response to the secondary immunization but rather had occurred during a previous antigenic exposure. Although the current data do not address that possibility, it is important to realize that in either scenario memory B cell precursors of secondary memory B cells and PCs would be required to proliferate and mutate after a fate decision concerning further differentiation had been made.

Accordingly, an alternative hypothetical model compared with that of Liu et al. (36) can be proposed (Fig. 5) in which resting memory B cells that divide rarely in the context of self-renewing (37–39) are induced to undergo rapid clonal expansion in response to Ag activation. Some of these cells rapidly differentiate into PCs and memory B cells with no further somatic hypermutation. Others have the capacity to enter a GC to undergo further proliferation and somatic hypermutation. At some point during the GC reaction, a fate decision is made concerning subsequent differentiation into
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FIGURE 5. Schematic model for the generation of Ag-specific PCs and memory B cells after booster. Ag-specific memory B cells (A), generated during previous Ag challenges, become rapid proliferating cells (B) upon activation. These can either directly undergo differentiation into PCs (C) or secondary memory B cells (D) sharing identical sequences or enter into GCs. Here, after the fate decision between secondary memory B cells and PCs, committed GC B cells undergo further proliferation and somatic hypermutation. Eventually high-affinity PCs (E) and secondary memory B cells (F) differing in their mutational patterns are released from the GC.
secondary memory B cells or PCs. After this decision, the committed precursors continue to proliferate and mutate their Ig VH genes. Expression of master regulatory genes, such as BLIMP-1, determines this decision, probably influenced by both Ag avidity and density, and the impact of T cells helps, including CD40 and IL-21 signaling (40–42).
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In Fig. 1, the dot plot shown at day 5 was incorrectly shown as a duplication of the dot plot shown at day 6. The corrected Fig. 1 is reprinted below. The figure legend was correct as published and is shown below for reference.

**FIGURE 1.** Kinetics of TT-specific PCs and memory B cells in peripheral blood. A, Dot plots of cytometric analysis of PE-labeled TT-specific CD19⁺, CD27⁺, CD3⁻, CD14⁻ PCs and CD19⁺, CD27⁺, CD3⁻, CD14⁻ memory B cells of donor #2. B, Time course of appearance of PCs and memory B cells for each donor. Blue diamonds and orange squares indicate time points of blood analyses.